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I.1. INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade Quantum Chromodynamice {QCD) 

has emerged as one of the most promising candidate for a 

dynamical theory of strong interaction., It i.s be.aioa.lly 

a non-abelian gauge fiel~ theory in which coloured quarks 

interact via exchange of coloured vector gluona. One of 

the most spectacular feature of QCD is that 9 unlike in 

QED, .the effective coupling constant becomes small at 

large momentum transfers, so that quarks behave. almost like 

free particles at· very small aeperationSio Thie ·concept, 

lqlown as asymptotic freedom 192 is consistent with the c 

recent deep•inelaatic scattering data3 • On the other 

hand 1 . there is a general expectation.that the effective 

coupling constant may become very large at the infraied 
. . 4-6 

.· asy~ptoti c region • Quarks feel 9 therefore, an increa-

singly s'trong restoring force at larger interquark dista.nce.s .. 

Though the existence of a confining phase has not yet been 

established concluaively 9 the c'onfinement hypothesis o:r 

quarks seams to be an attractive concept. According to . 

thie hypothesis hadrons are supposed to be.colour singlet 
( 

.states o.f an exact su{:~) colour groupO) The present picture 
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e.11owD considersble freedom j n the choice of quark masses .. 

Earlier, non--avedJ.e.biJ:l ty of free quarks led one to assume 

that cp.:tt?.rks we:r·a 12xtre rn.t·ly mas e:i.ve objects and they formed 

low-lying hadron::Lc statee through an extremely high binding 

force. The conftneme nt hypothes:"Ls as propounded il1. QCD 

does notf. howevei·~ :cequl:ce a very lm-ge mass for a quark, 

since even light quarks will not be d et(·Wtable in fJ~ee states, 

betng trapped in a :90tex1"~i8.l '.vh1cl1 presumably increases with 

the interquark dist ai1Ce. 

r.rhe :recent discovery of heavy mesons ( y and 'l' 

families) -..vith new hidden flavours~ charm (c) 7 ' 8 and bottom9,10 

(b) has also contributed to. our understanding of quark dyna-

mics within the fra.'1lework of QCD" It is assumed that the 

new quarks c and b are more massive than the v... , ct 

and s 

and 'I' 

quarks .. 

( ' rr ~ ... 

The colour sj_nglet states, "¥ , y 1 
9 y': .. 

etc. are quark-antiquark (q q) bound 

states, which can be described sj_ mply by a Schrod inger 

. HT equatlon • 't'he relativistic correction to their masses 

will be small 9 since the quark mass (assumed to be roughly 

half of the meson mass) is assumed to be large compared to 

the inter--quark potenti al 9 which is also taken to be 

flavour lndependent. It is expected that an understanding 

of the phenomenology of the riew heavy mesons within the 

frame work of a Schrodinger equation will help to clarify ._ 

the more fundamental aspects of quark dynamics in general. 



In non-relativistic potential model calculations~ 

one usually as surnes the gtatic interquark potential to 

be of the form 

(1.1)' 

The·. co'l:tlOPlb..,.like term involving a running coupling cons

tant may be generated by one:-gluon exchange. diagrams o 

Vc ( -r) , on the· other hand, is assumed to be reepon-
. . . . 

. s1.ble for quark. confinement R.nd is generally undetermihe d. 
. 12 

• Eichten et al , in their extensive investigations of the 

· phenomenology of the "Jr. -:-Pa:rti cles used an idea ( ori~nally 

obtained .from lattice ·gauge models) which states that the 

effective quark potential should grow at. large distances 

as the inter-quark distanCe~.. ~ri this approx.i.ma tion, one 

·may take with a sui table choice of 

the confining coupling constant o( •• 

The success of this ~impl~ mod~l is not; however, 

conclusiv.e in the sense :t~e>~ a large class of potentials 

is found ·to give· more or· ie~s acceptable fit to the expe-

rirnental data for '¥' . as well as '¥' families • 

. it diffi cill t to. select a potential .uniquely. It is, there-

fore, more useful to obtain rigorous constraints on energy , · 
+•' : 



levels and the wave :runction 9 particuJ~rly at the origin9. 

for general cls.sses of poten.tials which may be compared 

directly with the exper:bnental data for the new heavy 

meson farrtilies.. ~his approach is followed independently 

b Q . R ~,. 13-15 M y -1u1.gg9 osner and 'lhacker and by art:lm end his 

' 1 6~·23 collabo:cators - .. The former group has·obtained some 

interesti.ng :results for specific potential models by using. 

simple scaling laws and also scmi-classi cal arguraentsG 

They have also p7.·oposed ru1 inverse scattering method for 

reconat~uct.ing the q_uarl::oniuru potentie.l directly from 

the experimental data and to use later on this potential 

to make predictions0 MF.trtin et al, on the other hand, 
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haye tried to find out general features .of elasses of paten-

tials to discriminate models which are allowed or forbidd~n. 

by the data., Their atudy reveals, for example, that the 

canonical level. ordering 

(. E (_i :D) ~ which has been observed experimentally, 

favours a special class of potentials v',;hich includes a 

general super$position of' power ·:potenti9;ls, viz: 

'·.· 



Further constraints on the potentiFtls rmy be obtained 

by examin:ing the mass and angular momentum dependence 

of the corresponding enerGY levels and the wave function 

. . 21-·23 at the or1 g1. n . .. 

'L'he study of general properties of Schrodinger 

energy levels for confining potential is 9 therefore, a 

subject of considerable interest. The aim of this 

thesis is to study this problem analytically for some 

interesting classes of quark confining potentials a In 

particular, we investigate24~26 the analyticity of the 

energy levels for the class of potentials 

' 
( 1. 3) 

in the ~ , ~ ·coupling constant planes. Potentials 

( 1. 3) is a· special class of the allowed quarkonium __ poten-

tials (1 .2) and can be obtained by replacing f (0(') 

The study of the coupling constant analyticity of 

the Schrodinger energy levels was :i.ni tiated by Bender 

and Wu27 in connection. with an anharmonic oscillator 

, 
( 1 .4) 

6 
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The motivation for this study cane from the fact that the 

exact behaviour of the singular perturbation series in 

most of the cases, is not fully understood& It is only 

accepted on heuristic grounds that the series may be e.symp-

totic near the weak coupling limit. The attention is 9 

therefore, focussed on simpler cases of singular pertur-

bations where the exact analytic propertie.s of the theory 

may be studied$ It is suggested that a systematic study 

of ·the simpler cases will h'elp to understand the more 

complex features of the perturbation theory. Using an 

improved WKB technique, Bender and Wu investigated the· 

1\ -plane analyticity of the energy levels En.. (II) 

for the Hamiltonian (1o4)~ The Bender-Wu results were 

subsequently e stab1ished more rigorously 
. 28 

by Simon • 

Following the Kato-Rellich perturbation theory tor linear 

operators in a Hilbert space, Simon developed a general 

method of handling singular perturbations and applied it 

to the anharmonic oscillator Hamiltonian (1 .4)" Later on 

the method was also used to obtain rigorous results for 

S . 29 G i 30 ti atomic tark effects .. . raff et al 9 in par cula.r, 

investigated the analyticity of the Schrodinger energy 

levels for the potential 

V('X.)=- ~-+c<?t? ?<."'?O ( 1 .. 5) 
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Tne chnrmoni,um-like po"ten+iA.l eqn., (1.5f represents, in 
- . . ' ' . , 

-ator1ic physic a~ the one...:dime nst on al Stark potential in 

hydrogen atom ( c< being the electric fj eld parameter) .. 

We have used, jn our cal~uJ_ations, the result!!:! of Simon28 

. as well as of Graffi et eJ.3°o _-

The class of potentials (1 o3) studied by us h13.s, 

important appl:tc e.tions ·also in other brfi.nches of phyr;lics. 

In atomic physics, thls cou1 d be interpreted .a.9 the poten-
' - ' 

t:lal- seen by an electron of an atom exposed to a auttable 
- - 31 

. admixture of electric and magnetic fields.. Recently Ra.u 

has suggested amethod to rea.lize :this type of potentials~ 

According to the model, an electron e,tthe su.r-face (z 11:: 0) 

of liqutd helium. experiences 9 in addition to the force due 

t6- the one dimensional- .image coulomb potential e.rising 

. from polari-zation of the helitllll_at<?ma, an electric field 

normal to. the surface a'.nd a crossed mag~etic field along 

the srirface. Th 1. · e reau ting potential should then ~sstiree 
a form aimilar to eqn ·(. 1 - 3 )- 1 e · .,...

1
_ . 2. 

· · · "' " o • - 1>. _Z . ;t- o< Z + (3 Z 
Since .electrons 

are assumed to move freely in the ~} 

'plane' the wave. equati_ons de ibj - · . scr .ng the motion para.;.. 

llel and perpe __ ndicular.-_to the- - .f-sur. ace .are . separable., 
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Hence the non-trivial factor of the wave function 
............ 

't' l'r):::. e.i~<.R c{JC:r.) 
-'> 

where R is a Yector in the plane of the surface, 

satisfies the Schrodinger equation32 

with the boundary conditions 

Eqn. ( 1. 6) is clearly similt=rr to the S-.wave radial eq_ua.-

ti on for the potential ( 1 • 3) o A systematic study of the 

·analyticity of the energy levels for potentials ( 1.3) in 

the coupling constant planes 9 therefore, may be useful 

for many problems~ The results of this study constitute 

a major part of the thesis. In the remaining part? \re 

investigate42
t
43 the angular momentum ( t ) analyticity 

of the Schrodinger energy levels. As pointed out by Grosse 

and Martin23, the study of this problem is relevant for the 
( 

quarkonium physics. They initiated this ·study and proved 

the analyticity for R.t_ ..t / -t for a single power ·law 

potential We have been able to 

use a different method, the linear operator theory of 

Kato and Relli ch, to prove the analyticity, for Re. .t /'- 1/2. 

for a class of superposition of power potentials, which 

inclucles, in particular~ the conventional charmoniurn poten

tial, e qn. ( 1 • 5) • 



I o 2. SUMMARY. 0 F THE WORK 

The_ present work consists of the· 

following parts: 

(a) Analyticity_ by Lineax _Operator Technique 

10 

In chapter III we investigate .. the coupling constant 

analyticity of the e_nergy level £ "'- · for the potential ( 1 •:5) 

using the perturbation theory of linear operators in a Hilbert 

epaceo It is shown that the corresponding Schrodinmer operator 

H ( 't' , 0( ·, ~ ) defined on a den"ae domain D (H) of. the a quare 

integrabl~ functions, is a· semi-bounded self-adjoint operator 
. . 

with compact resolvent ibr real values of r , o( and 

~ > O. Correspo.ndi~g energy levels £ "- ( r, 0(, p) 

are 9 therefore, analytic simultaneously in the three real 

parameters ( ~ > 0). For complex parameters, we make 

28 use of the standard result~ obtained by _Simon ·and· Gra.ffi 

•t 130 e a o It -is shown that for complex 

in the cut plane. 

r ' 0(-" and p 
'H ( ~ '0( ;.~ 

is a self-adjoint holomorph,ic family of type A in each ·para

meter, when the other two remain .:!1 xed in the respective 

domains. We see; therefore, that each energy level E' n 

defined for real parameters, can be analytically continued 
., ' 

for complex values of the parameters and_the spectrum of 

the operator H ( s , c< • r ) with complex parameters 

consists· p~ecisely of these analytica~ly continued 0 

·we also eee that the singularities for the· .fimction can only 

.) 
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be branch points or natDrRl briundaries. The Herglotz 

condj_tion satisfled by En-· for each complex parameter 
. . . 

·guarantees the non-occurrence .of an. isolated pole or an 

isolated essential ·flingulari ty in tbe finite portions 

of the comp1ex plane., 

(b) F£rturbation Expansion for Energy Eigenvalues 

G 1 
. 28 enera results.of perturbation theory can be· 

·applied to ·a how that for non-negative and ' ' 

the point ~ "" 0 is an :essenti.al· singule.ri ty, being the 
I 

· limit point of a sequence of branch poin ta. This makes 

the Rayleigh-Schrodinger.perturbation expansion of· En(P) 

in ~ totally divergent .. The series is, however, 

asymptotic near ~. == 0 in an open domain., Moreover, 

following the arguments of Loeffel and Martin39 .it is 

shown that the f'lrst sheet of the ~ -cut plane is free 

from any singularity. 

the entire cut plane 

Tbus ·· E n ( ~) ·. 

1 arg p 1 < rc 

is analytic in 

• The 

.. asymptoti_c nature, the first-sheet analyticity __ together 

. with the Symanzik scaling law thus assure the summabili ty 

of the· divergent series, in the Bore140 and Pa.de4 1 senses, 

to yield the correct energy level • .Also, 

using Syma.nzik' a scaling law and the analyticity of E' n 

in r near t = 0, . the existence of an expansion of 



J2 

. -1 
~ is proved for large value a of Jl for 

the restricted ·class Of potentials 
. 4 2.. 

V(rr) ~- ~/'f' -t (33 rr + (L l'f" • 

(c) Analy~ioity 1n the Complex Angular Momentum Plane 

The angular momentum· ( t ) ane.lyti city of £"" (.( .. ) 

·is a subject of qonsiderable inter~ at in many branches 

-of physics. However, only in few cases the c.&: exact 

.analyticity of the Regge trajectories { (fE.) orE (l) 

··have been proved. It will be interesting to study the 

,( -.plane analyti.ci ty of £'"', for the class of potentials 

which may be re~evant for the phenomenology of the quar

konia systems9 Grosse and Martin23 proved· the analy~icity 

of En for for a pure power paten-

tial. In the.first part of chapter IV we ·have modified 

their arguments to· prove the. anaiytici ty for a class of 

potentials of. the form 

v (_'(I) 

Poles end isolated essential singul.a.:ti ties oan be eli!ni

no.ted by a general argumerita To discard branch points the . 

approach is to start w1 th . the- usual charac.terizati on of 

the energy level f'Y\ L t). by the number of nodes of the 

·, corresponding Schrodinger wave function 'U.t'\ (_ 'Y') for real 
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.. . 

;i /' ..:... i/2. and to show that. this dla.racterization continues 

· to be tf:'ue. even for complex·· )_ ·with. · M J 7 - 1/i 

·The proof of this statement"' rests on showing that the 

·number of zeros of the _wave function · U. n ( "f') w1 thin 

a. sec.t._or of. the· complex· ·rr -plane does not change ru:i 

.. real. t · ·. is allowed to assume complex values ·in the half-. 

plane· •R..o._ 1... / - f{ 2-_ · o Thus starting fro~ a point on the 

. real L axis and returning to it along a complex path in 

the ha.lf:-plane one gets back the same wave . . . 
.·· 

function~ · So no level crossing is ob·served: in R..t_ ,( "'?' ~ 1.j1. • 

Natural boundaries can als9 be discarded f.oilowing the 

at.eps of Grosse.:.Ma_rtin.o 

In the second part. the Rellich-Kato perturbation 

theory is applied _to prove 'the analyticity f'or a lar·ger · 

class of potentials • .. ·· 

Firs_tly, it is shown that the energy level 

·potential 
··j·. 

v ('Yl) 

E-n r·or the . 

.... 
is analytic in -~- for (i}-2 t.. ~- ~- _ 1, o( = 1 ~ · 
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( ii) 0 < P < o<, C{ -j: 1 and also that every level is non-

degenerate for p in the interval., Next, _an argument is 

de vi sed wh:tch shows that £"' ( i) is analytic in R.tl > -1/l. 

for the potential ( 1 .. 9) with · ~ f= 0 once it is known to be 

true for ~ = Oe Finally, it has been shown that the arg'!:l

ine_nta valid for the potential ( 1 .. g) can also be genere.li zed 

for. potentials (1.8) and hence the analyticity of the corree-

pending energy levels EY")(t) follows. 




